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Atomic quantum gases

The coldest matter
in the universe.



How cold is it
in our laboratories?

Nanokelvin:
More than a million times

colder than interstellar
space



Why can you make
new discoveries

at cold temperatures?



Ultracold atomic gases

New quantum fluids

Condensed
matter physics
cf. liquid helium

Quantum optics
cf. laser

Atom laser = generator
of intense coherent
matter waves

T<TrecoilT<Tcritical



What happens to atoms
at low temperatures?

They slow down
1000 km/h (300 m/sec) 1 cm/sec

They march in lockstep





The cooling methods

• Laser cooling
• Evaporative cooling



Sodium BEC I experiment (2001)



How to probe the
Bose-Einstein 
condensate?



CCD



CCD

Ballistic expansion: direct information about 
velocity distribution



CCD

Absorption image:  shadow of atoms

Ballistic expansion: direct information about 
velocity distribution



The shadow of a cloud of bosons
as the temperature is decreased

(Ballistic expansion for a fixed time-of-flight)

Temperature is linearly related to the rf frequency 
which controls the evaporation
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Ultracold atomic gases

Quantum optics
cf. laser

Atom laser = generator
of intense coherent
matter waves
• matter wave coherence
• atom interferometry
• atom optics
• atom chips
• precision measurements



The goal:

Atom interferometry:
Matter wave sensors

Use ultracold atoms to sense

Rotation ⇒ Navigation
Gravitation ⇒ Geological exploration

Also:  Fundamental Physics
Precision measurement of atomic recoil and 
the fine structure constant 



Loading sodium BECs into atom chips
with optical tweezers

BEC
productionBEC

arrival

44 cm

T.L.Gustavson, A.P.Chikkatur, A.E.Leanhardt, 
A.Görlitz, S.Gupta, D.E.Pritchard, W. Ketterle, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 020401 (2002). 

Atom chip with waveguides



In analogy to optical precision measurements using interferometry:

Laser

Detector

Change of length,
temperature, pressure

Change of phase of 
interference pattern

Atom interferometry

Beam splitter

Beam 
recombiner



Atom interferometry without beamsplitter?

Role of beam splitter is to create two condensates
with a well-defined phase

Non-destructive phase measurement can replace
beam splitter



Experimental Measurements of Relative Phase
Relative phase between two BECs in the same state

Relative phase between two BECs in different spin states
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Matter wave interference: The spatial phase of the fringe pattern
shows the relative phase

Relative phase determines final state after coupling pulse

Destructive measurements for the relative phase

Andrews et.al., 
Science 275, 637 (1997)

JILA, 1998
Amherst, 2004



Non-destructive Measurement

Coherent splitting
from mother condensates

Compare the relative phase
of daughter condensates



Experiment Setup

Outcoupled atoms
Constructive or
destructive interference

• Two separate condensates in an optical double well potential
• Finite trap depth < 15kHz



Experiment Setup

• Two separate condensates in an optical double well potential
• Finite trap depth < 15kHz



Experiment Setup

• Two separate condensates in an optical double well potential
• Finite trap depth < 15kHz

Beat note 
between the
condensates

discussed by Kasevich in optical lattices



Measurement via Atom detection

low B-field gradient high B-field gradient

The oscillation of outcoupled atom flux represents the relative phase evolution

M. Saba, T.A. Pasquini, C. Sanner, Y. Shin, W. K., D.E. Pritchard,
Science, in press.





Measurement via Photon detection
One outcoupled atom corresponds to one additional photon

photon detector



Extension to Two Pulse Atom Interferometer
First Pulse: Phase Initialization
- State with a well defined phase is established by the first 
measurement
Second Pulse: Read-out of phase shift
- Phase shift due to an external potential between two pulses



Momentum Interference

Pitaevskii & Stringari, PRL 83, 4237 (1999)

Spatial distribution Momentum distribution

Depending on the relative phase, there is a maximum or 
minimum at zero momentum.

• Measure with Doppler sensitive spectroscopy (Bragg scattering)
• The dynamic structure factor of two condensates depends on

relative phase – measure by light scattering.



Conceptional question:
Phase sensitive scattering of light

Intensity of scattered light depends 
on spatial phase of the two atomic clouds



Conceptional question:
Phase sensitive scattering of light

Different from elastic light scattering
e.g. double-slit experiment



When light scattering can be localized:
no phase sensitivity
(Cohen-Tannoudji, Bardou, Aspect 1992)



Conceptional question:
Phase sensitive scattering of light

Intensity of scattered light depends 
on spatial phase of the two atomic clouds

Insert glass plate between atomic clouds

Light scattering no longer phase sensitive
Light AND atoms have to interfere



Light pulse interferometer:
Momentum transfer is an integer time k

But what is  the photon momentum in a gaseous cloud?
( k)vacuum or 

( k)medium = n ( k)vacuum
n: index of refraction



G.K. Campbell, A.E. Leanhardt, J. Mun, M. Boyd, E.W. 
Streed, W. Ketterle, and D.E. Pritchard, preprint, cond-

mat/0502014

But what is  the photon momentum in a gaseous cloud?
( k)vacuum or 

( k)medium = n ( k)vacuum
n: index of refraction



Arguments for ( k)vacuum

• Momentum conservation

• Photon has always momentum ( k)vacuum

Electromagnetic field in medium is superposition 
of incident field and scattered fields

Arguments for ( k)medium
• Phase matching (selection rule)

katom,final - katom, initial = klight = kmedium



Motivation
• Question of fundamental interest
• Important for atom interferometry:

precision measurements of h/m use the recoil 
frequency ωrec = 2k2/(2m) to determine α,
the fine structure constant



Two Pulse Kapitza-Dirac Interferometer



Inteference Fringes

1.5 m
m

.5 mm

Oscillations at Ekin/ = ( k)2/2m



The Recoil Frequency

Follows the dispersive shape 
for the index of refraction near 

resonance

( k)vacuum #
( k)medium = n ( k)vacuum



Ultracold atomic gases

New quantum fluids
• phase transition
• thermodynamics
• sound
• superfluidity
• vortices
• miscibility

Condensed
matter physics
cf. liquid helium

Quantum optics
cf. laser

Atom laser = generator
of intense coherent
matter waves
• matter wave coherence
• atom interferometry
• atom optics
• atom chips
• precision measurements



Ultracold atoms
A “toolbox” for designer matter

Normal matter
• Tightly packed atoms
• Complicated Interactions
• Impurities and defects



Matter of ultracold atoms
• 100 million times lower density
• Interactions understood and controlled
• no impurities
• exact calculations possible

Ultracold atoms
A “toolbox” for designer matter



At 100 million times colder temperatures
• Phase transitions
• Superfluidity
• similar phenomenon as in normal solids

Condensed-matter physics at ultra-low densities
(100,000 times thinner than air)

Ultracold atoms
A “toolbox” for designer matter

Matter of ultracold atoms
• 100 million times lower density
• Interactions understood and controlled
• no impurities
• exact calculations possible





Work on Bose-Einstein condensates 1995 – 200x

Macroscopic wavefunction Ψ(x)
Many-body wavefunction [Ψ(x)]N
Non-linear Schroedinger equation
Mean field physics



Work on Bose-Einstein condensates 1995 – 200x

200x – 20xy

Macroscopic wavefunction Ψ(x)
Many-body wavefunction [Ψ(x)]N
Non-linear Schroedinger equation
Mean field physics

Correlations
Physics beyond mean-field:  Strong interactions

Optical lattices (Kasevich, Bloch, Esslinger, Phillips)
1D bosons (Tonks gas)  (Bloch, Esslinger, Phillips, Weiss) 



Work on Bose-Einstein condensates 1995 – 200x

200x – 20xy

Macroscopic wavefunction Ψ(x)
Many-body wavefunction [Ψ(x)]N
Non-linear Schroedinger equation
Mean field physics

Correlations
Physics beyond mean-field:  Strong interactions

Optical lattices (Kasevich, Bloch, Esslinger, Phillips)
1D bosons (Tonks gas)  (Bloch, Esslinger, Phillips, Weiss) 

Feshbach resonances
Molecules
Fermions



Quantum degenerate
Na2 molecules

Takashi Mukaiyama, Kaiwen Xu, Jamil Abo-Shaeer, Jit Kee Chin, 
Daniel Miller, W.K.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 210402 (2003)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 180402 (2004). 

Pairs of bosonic
atoms



E

Bosons: Boulder, Garching, Innsbruck, MIT
Fermions: Boulder, Rice, Paris, Innsbruck, MIT

Feshbach resonance

Magnetic field

Two atoms

Molecule

The new cold frontier:  molecules

Molecules

Atoms
Magnetic
separation



Blast away the atoms

Colder molecules!

Molecules with phase-
space density of 20!

Molecules

Atoms
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Frequency doubling of coherent matter waves



Sum frequency generation with matter waves

J.R. Abo-Shaeer, D.E. Miller, J.K. Chin, K. Xu, T. Mukaiyama, WK, 
preprint, cond-mat/0409327



Sum frequency generation with matter waves

J.R. Abo-Shaeer, D.E. Miller, J.K. Chin, K. Xu, T. Mukaiyama, WK, 
preprint, cond-mat/0409327

Atoms

Molecules

Frequency
doubling



Sum frequency generation with matter waves

J.R. Abo-Shaeer, D.E. Miller, J.K. Chin, K. Xu, T. Mukaiyama, WK, 
preprint, cond-mat/0409327

Atoms

Molecules

Sum frequency
generation



E

Feshbach resonance

Magnetic field

Two atoms

Molecule



E

Feshbach resonance

Magnetic field

Two atoms

Molecule

Atoms attract each other



E

Feshbach resonance

Magnetic field

Two atoms

Molecule

Atoms attract each otherAtoms repel each other
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Feshbach resonance

Magnetic field

Atoms attract each otherAtoms repel each other



Observation of a Feshbach resonance

S. Inouye, M.R. Andrews, J. Stenger, H.-J. Miesner, D.M. Stamper-Kurn, WK,
Nature 392 (1998).



Ultracold Fermions



Bosons
Particles with an even number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Bose-Einstein condensation
⇒ atoms as waves 
⇒ superfluidity

At absolute zero temperature …

Fermions
Particles with an odd number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Fermi sea:
⇒ Atoms are not coherent 
⇒ No superfluidity



Pairs of fermions
Particles with an even number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Fermions
Particles with an odd number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Fermi sea:
⇒ Atoms are not coherent 
⇒ No superfluidity



At absolute zero temperature …

Pairs of fermions
Particles with an even number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Fermions
Particles with an odd number of 
protons, neutrons and electrons

Fermi sea:
⇒ Atoms are not coherent 
⇒ No superfluidity

Bose-Einstein condensation
⇒ atoms as waves 
⇒ superfluidity



Pairing of fermions is one of the most important
frontiers in condensed-matter physics

Why?



Electrons are fermions

Pairing of electrons is important: Superconductivity
• Magnets
• Lossless transport of energy

Pairing of electrons is not yet fully understood
• High-temperature-superconductivity
• An active field of condensed matter physics



Can we learn something about
superconductivity
from cold atoms?



Cold fermions

6Li

40K

Rice
Paris
Duke
MIT
Innsbruck

Boulder
Florence
Zürich
Hamburg



Preparation of an interacting Fermi system in 6Li

Optical trapping:
9 W @ 1064 nm

ω = 2π × (16,16, 0.19) kHz
Etrap = 800 µK

Setup:

States |1> and |2> correspond to
|↑> and |↓> 



Molecules

Atoms

Energy

Magnetic field

Molecules are unstableAtoms form stable molecules

Feshbach resonance in lithium near 830 G between states |1> and |2>

Atoms repel each other
a>0

Atoms attract each other
a<0



Molecules

Atoms

Energy

Magnetic field

Molecules are unstableAtoms form stable molecules

Feshbach resonance in lithium near 830 G between states |1> and |2>

Atoms repel each other
a>0

Atoms attract each other
a<0

BEC of Molecules:
Condensation of

tightly bound fermion pairs

BCS-limit:
Condensation of

long-range Cooper pairs



BCS
Binding energy of pairs

Fermi energy
Transition termperature

Fermi temperatue≈ ≈
10-5 … 10-4 normal superconductors
10-3 superfluid 3He
10-2 high Tc superconductors

BEC
Binding energy of bosons
kB BEC transition temperature ≈

105 superflluid 4He
1010 alkali BEC



Binding energy of composite boson ≈kB degeneracy temperature

BEC-BCS crossover1

Many theorists: Eagles, Nozières, Schmitt-Rink, Holland, Zwerger,
Timmermans, Levin, Strinati, Combescot, Griffin, Stoof, Randeira

10-5 … 10-4 normal superconductors
10-3 superfluid 3He
10-2 high Tc superconductors

105 superflluid 4He
1010 alkali BEC



Direct evaporation of 6Li molecules

Long lifetime of Lithium molecules! (ENS, Rice)
Directly evaporate at large and positive a

Form  molecules by three-body recombination when kT EB

a > 0



Direct evaporation of 6Li molecules

Long lifetime of Lithium molecules! (ENS, Rice)
Directly evaporate at large and positive a

Form  molecules by three-body recombination when kT EB

a > 0

Cool further
⇒ BEC of molecules!



M.W. Zwierlein, C. A. Stan, C. H. Schunck,
S.M. F. Raupach, S. Gupta, Z. Hadzibabic,
W.K., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 250401 (2003)

BEC of Molecules

Boulder Nov ‘03
Innsbruck Nov ‘03, Jan ’04
MIT Nov ’03
Paris March ‘04

Up to 3 million condensed 
molecules



Molecular BEC BCS superfluid

(“BEC” of long-range pairs,
stable only due to many-body physics)



BEC BCS sup

Rapid magnetic
field ramp:

“Shrinks” pairs into
stable bound molecues



Also : C. A. Regal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 040403 (2004) 

Observation of Pair Condensates!

Initial
temperature:

T / TF = 0.05T / TF = 0.1T / TF = 0.2

M.W. Zwierlein, C.A. Stan, C.H. Schunck, S.M.F. Raupach, A.J. Kerman, W.K.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 120403 (2004). 

At 900 G (above dissociation limit of molecules)



Molecular BEC BCS superfluid



Molecular BEC BCS superfluid



BEC BCS sup



BEC BCS supCrossover superfluid



Immediate questions:

Modulation Frequency: 250 Hz
Time delay: 500 +/- 100 µs

Long relaxation time proves that condensate of atom pairs
was not created during the B field sweep!

M.W. Zwierlein, C.H. Schunck, C.A. Stan, S.M.F. Raupach, W.K., preprint,
cond-mat/0412675

• Is the ramp fast enough to neglect collisions
or other dynamics?



• Is the system superfluid?
• What is the nature of the fermion pairs?

• Is the ramp fast enough to neglect collisions
or other dynamics?

Immediate questions:



BEC

B field
Feshbach resonance

BCS

The experimental results are consistent with the existence of a 
condensate of compact pairs of atoms (“molecules”) above the 
Feshbach resonance



BCSBEC

B field
Feshbach resonance

The experimental results are consistent with the existence of a 
condensate of compact pairs of atoms (“molecules”) above the 
Feshbach resonance



BCS

B field
Feshbach resonance

BEC

The experimental results are consistent with the existence of a 
condensate of compact pairs of atoms (“molecules”) above the 
Feshbach resonance



Molecules above the Feshbach resonance and tightly bound
Cooper pairs are probably the same

BCS

B field
Feshbach resonance

BEC

The experimental results are consistent with the existence of a 
condensate of compact pairs of atoms (“molecules”) above the 
Feshbach resonance



Atom chips
Ultracold
molecules

BEC of molecules 
below and above 
the dissociation 
limitBEC-BCS crossover

molecules

atoms

Summary Atom interferometry

Photon recoil
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